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left to right: Prof. Richard Ernst, Prof. Andreas Prokoph and Prof. Haﬁda EI Bilali.Geoscience Frontiers 2014 Annual Convention was held in Bei-
jing, China during September 19e21, 2014 hosted by China Univer-
sity of Geosciences, Beijing (CUGB), together with 2014 IAGR
Convention and 11th International Conference on Gondwana to
Asia. This grand event assembled more than 100 earth scientists
from 17 countries and regions, including United States of America,
Canada, United Kingdom, Russia, Australia, Germany, Canada, India,
South Korea, Japan, Italy, Romania, Belgium, Israel, Kyrgyzstan,
Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
In a colorful ceremony held on September 20, the 2013 GSF Best
Paper Award was presented to Prof. Andreas Prokoph, Prof. Haﬁda
EI Bilali and Prof. Richard Ernst of Carleton University, Canada
(Fig. 1) for their article “Periodicities in the emplacement of large
igneous provinces through the Phanerozoic: Relations to ocean
chemistry and marine biodiversity evolution” published in Geosci-
ence Frontiers (2013), Volume 4, Issue 3, pp. 263e276. Their major
contributions include large igneous provinces, wavelet transform,
mantle plume, marine biodiversity and periodicity. The authors
received the Best Paper Award from the Vice President of China
University of Geosciences (Beijing), Prof. Li Wan.
On the evening session of September 20, Geosciecne Frontiers
organized a release function for the tribute volume on Tectonics
of Central Asia (Geoscience Frontiers, 2014, Volume 5, Issue 4) in
honor of two world-renowned scientists, Prof. Alfred Kröner and
Academician Guowei Zhang, whose vision, dedication and
outstanding contributions have led geology into the new realms
of science. Geoscience Frontiers Editor-in-Chief, Academician
Xuanxue Mo chaired the ceremony (Fig. 2).
The annual editorial meeting of Geoscience Frontiers was held
on the evening of September 21 chaired by Co Editor-in-Chief
Prof. M. Santosh, and mainly focused on the journal publishing
and evaluation (Fig. 3). The meeting was attended by several Asso-
ciate Editors of GSF including Dr. David Kelsey (Australia), Prof.Peer-review under responsibility of China University of Geosciences (Beijing).
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1674-9871Sanghoon Kwon (South Korea), Prof. Richard Damian Nance
(USA), Dr. Nick Roberts (UK), Prof. Inna Safonova (Russia), Prof.
Toshiaki Tsunogae (Japan), Prof. Lifei Zhang (China) and Prof. Guo-
chun Zhao (Hongkong, China). This session startedwith the presen-
tation by Ms. Neelima Dondapati, Publishing Support Manager
from Elsevier India, who gave a brief introduction of Production &
Hosting service and GSF journal proﬁle of 2014. This was followed
by the brieﬁng on the progress of the performance of the journal by
Prof. M. Santosh and the editors participated in the discussion on
several topics, including journal promoting andmarketing strategy.
The convention provided a venue for delegates frommany coun-
tries, universities and institutions to meet, interact and exchange
scientiﬁc knowledge.
Figure 2. Photograph of Prof. Alfred Kröner and Academician Guowei Zhang receiving the GSF tribute volume on Tectonics of Central Asia. From left to right: Prof. Alfred Kröner,
Academician Guowei Zhang, Prof. M. Santosh and Academician Xuanxue Mo.
Figure 3. Photograph of participants in GSF annual editorial board meeting. From left to right: Prof. Lifei Zhang, Prof. Guochun Zhao, Prof. Toshiaki Tsunogae, Dr. David Kelsey,
Academician Xuanxue Mo, Prof. M. Santosh, Prof. Richard Damian Nance, Prof. Haﬁda EI Bilali, Prof. Andreas Prokoph, Prof. Sanghoon Kwon, Dr. Nick Roberts, Prof. Inna Safonova
and Prof. Xiaoqiao Wan.
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